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HRS Overview

Your essential resource for hot runner solutionns

Whether your application requires best-in-class components or a turnkey
hot-half system, DME has a hot runner solution that meets your needs.
DME: An Essential
Resource for Hot Runner
Productivity
Moldmakers, molders and mold designers
worldwide look to DME for essential
hot runner solutions — whether that is
a single, best-in-class component or a
complete, fully functioning hot half system.
Offering the industry’s broadest range of hot
runner products and services as well as an
unsurpassed knowledge and expertise, DME
is committed to helping customers achieve
maximum productivity, reliable operation,
and better performance.

Galaxy Systems offer reliable
high cavitation solutions

U.S. 800-626-6653

■

System Solutions
DME offers a comprehensive family
of hot runner systems built on our
modular architecture making custom
configuration easy and quick.
Systems include:

Quick Delivery Systems
From hot halves to standard manifolds,
DME’s hot runner systems are available
for rapid shipment to help you meet the
demands of your business.
■

Galaxy High Cavitation Systems
proven successful on 96-cavity molds
■ Stellar® Micromolding Systems
engineered for tight pitch molding
■ The Hot One
■ The Cool One

Stellar Quick Delivery System
for the challenges of tight pitch
molding; ship in as little as
three weeks
■ Meteor® Quick Delivery Systems
full range of hot runners from simple
nozzle-and-manifold systems up
to turnkey hot halves

A wide range of DME nozzles allows
versatility in system selection

Stellar multi-nozzle assemblies
provide application ﬂexibility

■

®

Canada 800-387-6600

■

dme@dme.net

■

www.dme.net
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…from components and manifolds to turnkey hot halves

Specialized Systems

Stack Mold Systems
double molding machine output to
optimize utilization; available in a
wide range of actuation methods
■ DME Valve Gate Systems
for improved part cosmetics and
more precise control of mold filling

Our team of trained, experienced experts
can help you with needs analysis, design,
configuration, operation, and all the other
services that enable you to focus on your
core business.

DME provides essential support to
keep your hot runner systems in-service.
Our dedicated hot runner service center
is staffed by trained, experienced
technicians who support DME systems,
as well as other brands, to provide help
when and where you need it, every step
of the way.

■
■

Meteor Systems are custom
conﬁgured for quick delivery

U.S. 800-626-6653

Service and Support to
Keep You Productive

Applications engineering
Moldflow analysis

Moldﬂow predictive analysis optimizes
part design and lowers costs
■

Canada 800-387-6600

■

DME Hot Runner Service Center provides
total support for your hot runner system

dme@dme.net

■

www.dme.net
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Knowledge That Gives
You an Advantage

|

As one of the world’s leading hot runner
manufacturers, we recognize that
some application challenges demand
specialized solutions. Offerings include:

Hot Runner Systems

Our goal is simple: to be an essential resource for your molding challenges.
Every step of the way.

